SSC CHSL Exam

Check the SSC CHSL Notification here
Check the SSC CHSL Eligibility here
Check the SSC CHSL Syllabus here

SSC CHSL Study Material

1. SSC CHSL Books for English

- Objective General English by SP Bakshi
- Quick Learning Objective General English by RS Aggarwal & Vikas Aggarwal
- Word Power Made Easy by Norman Lewis
- A Mirror of Common Errors by Dr Ashok Kumar Singh
- Common Errors in English by Kiran Prakashan
- Words Idioms & Phrases by Arihant Experts
- Plinth to Paramount by KD Campus
- Perfect Competitive English by Kiran Prakashan

2. SSC CHSL Books for Quantitative Aptitude

- Quantitative Aptitude by RS Aggarwal
- Fast Track by Rajesh Verma
- NCERT Maths from Grade 6 to Grade 11
- Magical Books on Quicker Maths by M Tyra
- Advance Maths by Rakesh Yadav

3. SSC CHSL Books for General Awareness

- General Knowledge by Lucent Publication
- Manorama Yearbook
• **NCERT Books** - Class X, XII

4. **SSC CHSL Books for Logical Reasoning**

• **Analytical Reasoning** by MK Pandey

• **Test of Reasoning** by Edgar Thorpe

• **A Modern Approach to Verbal and Non-Verbal Reasoning** by RS Aggarwal

• **New Approach to Reasoning Verbal, Non-Verbal and Analytical** by BS Sijwali and Indu Sijwali.

For more details on other Government exams like UPSC, RRB and Bank Exams, visit [BYJU’S](https://www.byjus.com) now.